LAMBEAGE HALL NEWS
PUBLIC MEETING the meeting held on 13th July was well
attended and decided, almost unanimously, to proceed to obtain planning
permission to replace the current hall.

Here is an idea of what we could build.

We have been offered a grant of 80% of the £15,000 cost by WCLAG,
and the Hall itself will provide £1,500, we will need to raise another
£1,500 by 2013. This grant is part funded by ‘The European Fund for Rural Development’
Richard Thomas of RTP Surveyors has been selected from three
architects to pursue the work, and he attended the meeting and
described his ideas. As he proceeds we will have a further public meeting
in September/October to review his outline design.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?

We know that not everyone wants to be involved in the work (volunteers
are more than welcome). BUT we need some way to show the commitment
of the village to project. We also need to raise £1500.
Most of us take a Sunday paper costing £2 per week. If YOU were able
to make a; similar, regular, modest, donation to the plan by standing
order, it would both raise money and demonstrate to grantors YOUR
support to rebuilding the hall. We will be grateful for ANY regular
amount,
A standing order and gift aid form is printed on the rear of this news
letter. Gift Aid will increase taxpayers’ contributions by 28%. Please
complete it with whatever donation you can afford and send it to Tim,
who will keep all contributions in an account set up for the rebuild.
The Hall is old and decrepit and the Lambeage will have its centenary in
2022, let us have it replaced by then! We sincerely believe that a new
hall will generate new uses and new users, as has Porthallow Hall.
Terry Thompson, thompson.51@hotmail.co.uk 01326 280228
Treasurer, Tim Hawkins, Ancarva Gosel, Bounder Treath, TR12 6TP

News Flash: The Singers have nominated The ‘New Build Fund’ as its
chosen Charity for the show on Sat 15 Sept. You are invited to attend.

